
Brick Boredom Buster Camp:   

Thursday, March 26th   

Just Dance  

  
ULTIMATE DANCE PARTY! That’s what today is about. Sitting inside can be so boring but we will not let 
that happen. After a day of lounging around, we thought it would be fun to get everyone moving and 
grooving today.  
  
Use them all, use only one, or mix and match! On some activities, we’ve added a “make it extra” 
section to expand on the activity and make it more fun or last longer. And don’t forget to take a picture 
or video, post it to Instagram or Facebook, and tag #brickboredombuster to be entered into the weekly 
drawing for a prize pack that we mail to your home!  
  
Starting the Day Off Right: Getting into Character 

1. Create a Dance Party Mix to have as a soundtrack to your day. Here are some song ideas: 
a. Happy – Pharrell 
b. Can’t Stop the Feeling – Justing Timberlake 
c. Boom Clap – Charlie XCX 
d. Shut Up and Dance with Me – Walk the Moon 
e. Also, any Disney song or Kidz Bop playlist will do. 

2. Dress up like you are in the 70s! Disco was the hottest thing in the 70s. That meant big hair, bell 
bottoms, shiny sequined dresses and jumpsuits. Don’t be afraid to dive into the deep end with 
hair products and make-up. It’s the 1970s! Spice it up and get all the way into character for Just 
Dance Day! 
 

Get Outside: Freeze Dance 
1. If you have a wireless speaker, take it outside and play a couple of rounds of Freeze Dance! 

a. Freeze Dance is played by letting everyone dance their hearts out while someone else 
pauses the song randomly throughout. When the song is paused, everyone must freeze 
in place. If you move, fall, or can’t stop your movement at all once the song is paused, 
you are out of the game.  

b. The person pausing the music is in total control of how many times the song gets 
paused and the length of time between the pauses. Nobody can argue that rule. 

2. If you do not have a wireless speaker, placing your phone in a ceramic bowl/coffee mug or in a 
glass creates a soundwave director that pushes the music out and makes it louder.  

3. You can also stay inside and dance in your living room. No judgements here. The choice is 
yours! 

4. Make it extra: don’t tag out and just play Freeze Dance until everyone drops! 
 
Party Decorations: Backdrop Creation 

1. If you have old CDs that you don’t listen to anymore, string them up to create a shiny photo 
wall and take pictures in front of it.  

a. Here is a link for one way to create the cd wall: 
https://www.creativemeinspiredyou.com/2013/08/26/teen-room-cd-hanging/ 



b. If you don’t have the tools to create that, here is another way: 
i. Take some fishing line, string, twine, whatever you have, loop it through the hole 

in the middle of each the first cd and tie a knot. Then continue to loop it through 
the middle of each cd until you get the desired length. Tie a knot at the end of 
the last cd. Leave space to attach it with tape or however you wish to attach it. 

 
Physical Activity: It’s Time to Dance! 

1. Now that the playlist is created, the costumes are on, and you have warmed up your dancing 
shoes, it is officially time for the Disco Party! Turn up that playlist and dance your heart out. 
Grab your pet and have them join in on the fun too! 

2. Make it extra: If you have the ability, turn your dance party into a KARAOKE DANCE PARTY! You 
don’t even need an actual microphone, just find the karaoke version of your favorite songs 
(easily found on Youtube) and belt it out into a household DIY mic like a whisk or remote! 
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